
What if the view just lifted?

On all the cabal lies.  All the pedophilia?  All the corruption?  All the 
genetics?  All the fiat money supply?  All the needless genocide and 
warfare?  All the many centuries of false flag chaos inducing events like 
Parkside, Florida today?

What would happen if that kind of mass exposure, of all simple, undeniable 
truths just began appearing?
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Would there be a prominent US figure that could avoid such debilitating 
and reactionary scrutiny?

A politician?  A business man?  A media figure?  A star athlete or 
international diplomat exempt from the burning light of the truth?

Seriously, one?  Would there be even one amount them able to pass 
through such a narrow gate known as full disclosure?

Because that’s what awaits the cabal on the other side of the Chinese New 
Year Friday... complete, absolute and beautiful truth.

That’s their greatest fear after millennia of preying on ours. 

Just the truth.

Imagine how quickly the rats would scurry then?  As all the shadows 
disappeared at once?  Nowhere is where they could all hide together, 
exposed and in full view.  Naked would be all their sins before the world.

Don’t think such a thing could happen? 

Don’t think the APTB/NPTB alliance is willing to release the full and 
unedited cabal truth for humanity’s witness?

Don’t think they’ll pull the fiat money plug across all bogus markets and 
asset classes?  

Remember, if you want peace, prepare  for war.

Right now every major military’s active combat force is on beta/beta alert 
ready to strike a long fathered list of key targets should the GCR/RV be 
threatened in any way.

Right now hundreds of ghost teams world wide are in invisible position, 
ready to snatch and grab any group or individual threatening the GCR/RV.



Right now global market trades are pre-set and ready to be executed that 
will in just a week’s time eliminate all cabal. corporate wealth / ownership 
worldwide.

Right now there’s a global media package awaiting streaming activation as 
to reveal the hidden sins of the cabal’s Zionistic agenda against humanity.

And all of these “peace keeping” sit in unity to expose the cabal octopus’s 
and all of its many tentacles globally ... on the other side of the veil of 
truth... which begins on China’s New Year’s Day February 16, 2018.

That’s why BiBi Netanyahu and Jacob Zuma are suddenly being removed 
from power. 

That’s why the IS Congress is suddenly scurrying to find a DACA solution 
both chambers can live with.

That’s why the ZIM bond notes will suddenly be revealed as so damn 
valuable—because they are!

That’s why you’re getting your RV terror free after US markets close on 
Friday and IS banks on Saturday.

Because the penalty for obstruction a la 9/11 this time around is instant 
annihilation in all phases of dimensional reality.

Therefore, selecting between God or not God is not just a simple choice 
this week for cabal family members, but rather a universal juxtaposition that 
cones without negotiation by the Creator Father/Mother Source.

Not dissimilar to the first rain drop of the great flood, but of perpetual light 
and truth versus endless volumes of water.

Keep your eye on the prize here people regardless of the endless 
distractions hurled at your attention—the release of humanity from galactic 
quarantine and vibrational captivity.



Remember that your flashlight of unconditional love post RV is far more 
valuable to unawakened souls than your endless wealth.

As God is Love.  And no more nor ever again will that truth be suppressed 
or restricted—anywhere, everywhere, day or night.

The Grace of Heaven is both redeeming and restoring all life forms of 
God’s Will on planet earth, and removing literally everything else.

The cosmic transition is now here.  Your brief but historic  transaction in 
lockstep with it.  So be bold, live brave and challenge your beliefs about 
what is possible in your lifetime.

As all limitation and scarcity is also to be eliminated in the crossover. 
 Sobeit.  Beitso.  Itisso.

God is with us 
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